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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall consider only Ramanujan’s two families of fifth- 
order mock theta functions. These functions were briefly described in 
Ramanujan’s last letter to G. H. Hardy [ 11, pp. 354-3551, and G. N. 
Watson subsequently [ 12, 131 proved all the assertions about these 
functions contained in the letter. Subsequently the identities Watson 
proved were greatly generalized in [2], Also the fifth-order mock theta 
functions were shown to have double series expansions involving indefinite 
quadratic forms [7]. However, there remains a profound mystery about 
these functions. Namely, no one, including Ramanujan, has ever proved 
that these functions are indeed mock theta functions and not just some 
clever combination of theta functions. This problem was described in detail 
by Watson [ 12, p. 2741 and redescribed in [7, pp. 113-l 141. In [S, p. 97, 
Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)], a formula from the “Lost” Notebook was pointed 
out that would, if valid, lead to the establishment of at least some of the 
fifth-order mock theta functions as truly mock theta functions in the sense 
of Watson [ 12; p. 78, footnote]. There are indeed ten such identities, live 
for each of the two families. 
We have two objects in this paper. First we wish to show that the 
identities in each family are equivalent (i.e., if one is true all five are true, 
and if one is false all five are false). 
To introduce our second objective we recall some basic notions from 
partition theory [4, p. 142; 8; p. 841. The rank of a partition is the largest 
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part minus the number of parts, and we let N(b, 5, n) denote the number of 
partitions of n with rank congruent to b modulo 5. 
First Mock Theta Conjecture. The number of partitions of 5n with rank 
congruent to 1 modulo 5 equals the number of partitions of 5n with rank 
congruent to 0 modulo 5 plus the number of partitions of n with unique 
smallest part and all other parts s the double of the smallest part. 
If we enumerate the latter described partitions by p,,(n), then the First 
Mock Theta Conjecture reduces to 
N(1, 5,5n) = N(O,5,5n) + p&z). (1.1) 
EXAMPLE. N( 1,5,25) = 393, N(O,5,25) = 390, and p,(5) = 3 with the 
relevant partitions being 5, 3 + 2, 2 + 2 + 1. 
Second Mock Theta Conjecture. 
2N(2,5,5n+3)=N(1,5,5n+3)+N(0,5,5n+3)+p1(n)+1, (1.2) 
where pi(n) is the number of partitions of n with unique smallest part and 
all other parts 5 one plus the double of the smallest part. 
EXAMPLE. 2N(2,5,23) = 504; N(1, 5,23) = 250; N(O,5,23) = 251, and 
p,(4) = 2 with the relevant partitions being 4, 3 + 1. 
The importance of these seemingly elementary assertions is that each is 
equivalent to the truth of the corresponding live identities for the related 
family of fifth-order mock theta functions. In other words, if the First 
Mock Theta Conjecture is true, then Ramanujan’s first family of fifth-order 
mock theta functions does indeed consist of truly mock theta functions in 
the sense of Watson [ 12; p. 78, footnote], and similarly with the Second 
Mock Theta Conjecture and the second family. 
In Section 2, we provide a summary of known results about the fifth- 
order mock theta functions. In Section 3, we present the ten assertions from 
the “Lost” Notebook and prove the equivalence within each set of live. In 
Section 4 we relate the Mock Theta Conjectures to Ramanujan’s assertions, 
and in Section 5 we sketch how to show that the Mock Theta Conjectures 
imply that the corresponding functions are indeed mock theta functions. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Most of what is known about the fifth-order mock theta functions can be 
found in [2,7, 131. Following Watson’s lead with conventional notation, 
we present the fifth-order mock theta functions. 
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#o(q) = f 4”? -4; q2)n 
$0(q)= f q”‘“+1”2~-q;4)n-, 
$1(q)= 1 f’“+1”2hdl 
n=O 
F,(q) = .Ifo 
2n(n+l) 
(44. q2) 
3 n+l 
co n 
“l~d=n~o(qn+lYq)“+,. 
where 
(A;q),=(l-A)(l-Aq)...(l-Aq”-1). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Each set of five functions with the same subscript constitutes one of 
Ramanujan’s families. 
In this last letter to G. H. Hardy [ 11, p. 3543, Ramanujan asserted 
relationships holding in each family. These assertions were all proved by 
G. N. Watson [13] and were generalized in [2 3. The identities established 
by Watson are 
#o( --4) + x0(4) = 2Fo(q) 
fo( -4) + 2Fo(q2) - 2 = UO, q)G(q) 
dot -q2) + tio( -4) = UO, q)G(q) 
240(-q2kMq)=%(0, q)G(q) 
w2hi 
(2.13), 
(2.14), 
(2*15), 
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$0(q) - EbW) + 1 = Mq*)m”) 
x1(4) - 4-‘41(-d = 2F,(q) 
fi( -4)- W,(q’) = ~,a 4)Wq) 
4~1~*(-42)+~1(-q)=~4(0,q)H(q) 
W’h( -cl*) +f1(4) = ~4(Q 9Mq) 
$1(q)- @‘,k2) = (c1(q2)G(q4). 
(2.16)~ 
(2.17), 
(2.18h 
(2~9)~ 
woht 
(2.21 h 
The auxiliary functions introduced in these identities are 
9,(0, q) = f (- 1)” qn2 = ((fyi, [ 13, p. 2761 (2.22) 
n= -cc 9 (10 
$(4)= f 4 
n(n + 1)/2 _ (4*; q2) 
II=0 -(4; 
[13, p. 2761, (2.23) 
and the Rogers-Ramanujan functions [13; p. 2761 
G(q)= f L= 1 
n-0 (9; 4)n (4; AC (q4; A 
(2.24) 
1 
(q2; q5L (q3; q5L’ 
(2.25) 
As is our practice in this series, we put the subscript “R” on each 
equation that appears in the “Lost” Notebook or is equivalent to one 
therein. 
3. THE TEN UNPROVED IDENTITIES 
In addition to the results in Section 2 (proved by Watson), the following 
assertions also appear in the “Lost” Notebook. 
M,(q) = x0(4) - 2 - 3@(q) + A(q) = 0 
M,(q) = f-o(q) - 1 - Q(4) + svwMq2) = 0 
M,(q) f dot - 4) + Q(q) - 
(q5; q5Lc G(q*)fW = o 
H(s*) 
(3.1 )R 
(3.2), 
(3.3), 
M,(q)rIl/,(q)-@(q’)+qH(q) c (-l)nq5n2+4n=0 (3.4), 
?I= -cc 
M,(q) =hfo(q) + 2@(q2) - 94(0, q5)G(q) =O (3.5)R 
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M6(q) = 4x1(4) - 3VYO - 4Wq) = 0 (3.6)~ 
M,(q) = qF,(q) - ‘y(q) - q~(q5Mq’) =O (3.7), 
Ms(q)=h(-q)+ Y(q)- 
dq’; q5L GWfG*) = o 
G(q*) 
(3.g), 
&(q)=$,(q)-; ‘Y(q*)-G(q) f (-q)nq5n2+2n=0 (3.9), 
n= --co 
M,,(q) -f1(4) +; WI*) - $4(0, 95md =o. (3JO)R 
Besides the auxiliary functions $,(O, q), 11/(q), G(q), and H(q) defined in 
(2.22t(2.25), we also have 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
There are several ways to treat these identities. We shall use the method 
of generalized Lambert series developed in Section 3 of [S]. This method 
allows us to reduce all our computations to straightforward manipulations 
of these series. The reductions we require are the following: 
94V-h q)G(q) 
= (q5; q5L (cl*; q5Mq3; A 
t-4; 4Lc 
1 (q5; 45): (q2; q5Lc (q3; q5hm 
=(410;410L (-4;q5)~(-44~q5)~(-q2~q5),(-q3;45)~ 
1 f (-q2)” 
= (qlO; qlOJm n= --oo 1 +q5n+1 
(by C5, Eq. (6.1)1). (3.15) 
Similarly 
94(0> 4)Wq) = 
1 f (-l)tz-1 q2n+l 
(do; 410)m n= --oo 1 +q5”+4 
(3.16) 
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1 (q4; q20L (45 q20)m (q20; q20)L 
= (410; qlym (q2; q20)m (@; q20L (q14; qZO)m (45 q20)m 
1 
=(qlo;qlo)nr n=~zI l-f$“+14 f 2n 
Similarly 
IC1(q2)W4)= ’ f ” 
w”; qlOL n= --oo 1 -Yq*on+6 
1 
A(q)=(q5;q’),n=p, l-g+’ f I2 
1 
D(q)= cq5; q5), n= --m 1-:5n+2 if 2n 
0-v C5, Eq. (6.1)1). (3.17) 
(3.18) 
(by C5, Eq- (3.7),1) (3.19) 
(by [5> Eq. (3.8),1) (3.20) 
4w0)m4) = 
-q6(q20; q20)L (4P; 420L (q2? 420L 1 
(q8; q20)m (q12; q20)m (q6; q20)m(q’4; q20)m . (qlO; qlo)‘x 
-1 14~ + 6 
= (qlo; qlo)m n= --co 1 Iq*o”+l* if (by C5, Eq. (6.1)1). (3.21) 
Similarly 
t4q’“)G(q4) 
-1 12n+8 
= ~~10; qlO)m n=--oo 1 :q’O”+16 If 
(q5; q5L G(s*)H(d 
H(q*) 
1 (-42;45)m(-43;q5)m(q5;q5)2m 
= w; q5), (4; q5Mq4; 45Lh; 45M-44; q5L! 
(3.22) 
1 
f 
(-4)” 
=(q5;q5)mn=-m 1-q5n+1 
(by C5, Eq. (6.1)l). (3.23) 
Similarly 
(q5; q5L H(q2)G(q) 1 
W2) 
.f (-I*)” 
=(45;95Ln=~m 1-q5”+2 
(3.24) 
607173!2-7 
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H(q) f (-l)Bqsn2+4n 
“=-cc 
1 (4; dOL (q9; 4’0L w”; d0)2m 
= (go; q’“)m (q2; qlOL (q8; qlO)m (q3; 410L (4’; 4’“L 
1 
= (910; qlym n= --ocI 1 -Yq10n+2 f ln (by C% Eq. (6.1)1). (3.25) 
Similarly 
G(q) f (-l)nq5n2+2n 
n=-m 
1 
=(qlO;qlO)m.=-m L&+6 If n (3.26) 
1 (q5; q5)2m t-q*; 47, ( -q3; 97, 
= w”; 410L! (4; 4sL (q4; d, ( -q2; 47, ( -q3; s5), 
1 f (-q2)” 
=(qlo;qlo)mn=p, l-qSn+l (by C5, Eq. (6.1)lh (3.27) 
and finally 
94a qW(q) = 
1 f (-4)” 
(qlO; q’Olm n= --oo 1 -q5n+3 (by [5, Eq. (6.111). 
(3.28) 
THEOREM 1. Identities (3.1),-(3.5), are equivalent, and identities (3.6),- 
(3.10), are equivalent. 
Proof We begin with 
M,(q) - 2M3(q2) 
=fo(q) - Wo( -q*)- 94(0, q5KW 
+ 2(d”; d”L G(q4Mq2) 
w74) 
= -94(0, q)G(q) - 94Kt q5)‘3d, 
2 
+ (qlO; qlo)m n= -m 1 -q20n+2 
f h2)” 
(by (2.15)R and (3.23)) 
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1 
= (q’O; qlOL 
+2 f 1!-~~~~2)-9~(0,q”)G(q) (by (3.15)) 
?I= -cc 
1 
= w”; 410L 
_ f (-q2)“(1-q5n+1) 
HZ -rn 1-q 
lOn+2 
=o (by (3.27)). (3.29) 
Next 
M,(q) + 2M2(q2) 
=fo(q) + 2J’o(q2) - 2 + %2ti(q10)Wq4) - 94(0, q5)G(q) 
= 94(% -q)G(-q) + 2s211/(do)Wq4) 
- 94(@ q5)G(d (by (2.13)) 
1 
= kt”; 410L ( “1, l- (!$&+1 
_ f (-q2)” 
n= --ao 1 -qSn+’ ) 
+ 2q2’m1”)W4) (by (3.15)) 
1 
=(ql”;qlo)m ( 
if (-q2Yn+1 n=--oo 1+q’““+6 
- 2 (-q2)2”+1 n= --m 1 -q1on+6 > 
+ 2q2~(q10Mq4) 
2 14n + 8 
= (qlo; qlo)m n= ~co 1 yq20+ 12 + 2~2~(~10)m4) i? 
=o (by (3.21)). (3.30) 
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We now consider 
M4( -4) + ~3(q2) 
= tio( -q) + (jo( -q2) _ w”; q’O~(y;p’)H(y’) 
-qH(-q) f q5n2+4n 
= Q4(0 3 q)G(q) _ @toi q’0LG(q4)H(q2) Wq4) 
-qH(-q) f  q5n2+4n 
n=--cC 
1 
( 
f (-q2)” _ f t-q*)” 
= (410; qym n= --oo 1 -qSn+’ n= --oo 1 -qlOn+* ) 
-qH(-q) f q5n2+4n (by (3.15) and (3.23)) 
1 
= (do; dOL ( 
f (-q2)“(1+q5n+1) 
n= p-m 1-q 
lOn+2 
-qH( -4) f q5nZ+4n 
n=--oo 
-qH(-q) f q5n2+4n 
"=-cc 
= 0 (by (3.25)). 
Finally 
W(q2) + 3Wq2) 
=Xo(q2)+3~o(-q2)-2+A(q2) 
Wt”; d”LG(q4W(q2) - 
H(q4) 
= 2F,(q2) + 24,( -q2) - 2 + A(q2) 
_ 3(q’“; qloL G(q4W(q2) 
H(q4) (by (2.12)) 
(3.31) 
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= h&4 -q)G( -4) + %dO, q)G(q) + 4q2) 
_ 3(q”; q10LG(q4)Wq2) 
Wi4) 
1 
= (do; q’OL 
+ f. (-q2)” + f 2n 
n=-~ l+q5”+’ n=--oc, I-4q’O”t’ 
(by (3.15), (3.19), and (3.23)) 
4n + 2 +.=f,, 1 +$+I -f, 1 +4q10”t6 
1 = w”; 410)m 
+2 f q4n+2 !On+6+ 
1 
l+q 1-q 
lOnf6 “= -* 1) 
2q2 k710; 4’Ok (1; dOL w”; dOL 
= (do; 410)m (q6; 41°)L (q4; qlO& 
(by t-5, Eq. (6.1)1) 
=o (3.32) 
as desired. 
Now we remark that if any of the M,(q) = 0 then (3.29)-(3.32) imply that 
all are zero. Conversely if any Mi(q) f 0 then none is identically zero. 
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Exactly parallel arguments establish the identities 
M,,(q) - f M*(q2) = 0 
w0(q)+$wq’)=0 
M,(q~+-+dq)=O 
and 
M,(q) + JM*(q) = 0. 
Hence Theorem 1 is established. 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
4. THE MOCK THETA CONJECTURES 
The importance of the Mock Theta Conjectures is imbedded in the 
following: 
THEOREM 2. The First Mock Theta Conjecture is equivalent to 
M,(q) = 02 (4.1) 
and the second is equivalent to 
M,(q) = 0. (4.2) 
Proof In [9], F. G. Garvan showed that some of the main identities 
used by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [S] in their proofs of the Dyson 
conjectures actually occur in Ramanujan’s “Lost” Notebook. Defining 
we have 
R,,.(d) = f (N(b, 5, 5n + d) - N(c, 5, 5n + d)) q”, 
II=0 
R1,2(0) = Q(4) (Garvan [9, (2.7.39)]) 
(4.3) 
and 
R*,,(3) =i WY0 (Garvan [9, (2.7.40)]). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Furthermore Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer showed 
R,*(O) + 2R,,*(O) = A(q) - 1 [S, p. 101, Eq. (6.12)] (4.6) 
R,,(3) + R,,(3) =D(q) - 1 [8, p. 101, Eq. (6.18)]. (4.7) 
Now if we rewrite the First Mock Theta Conjecture in generating 
function form (see [3, Lemma 21 for x0(q)), we have equivalently 
But 
x0(4) - 1 = R,,,(O). (4.8) 
M,(q) = x0(4) - 2 - 3@(q) + A(q) 
=x0(9) - 1 + R,,(O) + 2R,,,(O) - 3R,,,(O) 
= xc,(q) - 1 - R,.,(O). (4.9) 
Hence (4.8), the First Mock Theta Conjecture, is equivalent to M,(q)=0 
by (4.9). 
In the same manner, we note that the Second Mock Theta Conjecture is 
equivalent to 
xl(q) - 1 =&i(3) + R,,,(3). (4.10) 
However, 
~~,(q)=*,(q)-~~O-D(q) 
= x,(q) - 3&z,(3) - R,,(3) - R,,(3) - 1 
= x,(q) - 1 - R,,(3) - &i(3). (4.11) 
Hence (4.10), the Second Mock Theta Conjecture, is equivalent to 
M,(q)=0 by (4.11). 
Therefore Theorem 2 is established. 
5. Q(q) AND Y(q) UNDER MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
We shall present a brief sketch of how to obtain the modular transfor- 
mations of 0(q) and Y(q). 
We note that F. G. Garvan [S, (2.7.36)] has shown (see also [S, (3.3), 
(3.5), and (3.6)]) 
(5.1) 
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Hence if q = e-‘, then 
n (3/2Kn+ l/3)2 
1’15@(q1’5)kd;c =;n=f, &$ja,&+ l/5))’ (5.2) 
The behavior of Q(q) under modular transformations is now determined in 
exactly the same way it was for 
f (_ 1)” qW2)nz 
n= --Ix cosh((aP)n) 
in Theorem 2.1 of [ 1 ] using the Poisson summation formula. Comparable 
transformations were done by Kothmann in [lo] for the generating 
functions associated with N(b, 5, n). 
If the mock theta conjectures are proved, it may well be worthwhile to 
flesh out the sketch given in this section. However, the first order of 
business now is to prove the Mock Theta Conjectures. 
6. CONCLUSION 
It is typical of Ramanujan to discover truly surprising results. It should 
be emphasized that while the Mock Theta conjectures are simple assertions 
in arithmetic, their implications are quite profound. Indeed they imply the 
quite subtle behavior of the fifth-order mock theta functions in the 
neighborhood of the unit circle. 
Note added in proof D. R. Hickerson has proved the Mock Theta Conjectures. His work 
will appear shortly in Inventiones Mathematicae. 
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